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Whether it’s avoiding errors in surgery or making
sure to follow proper sterile techniques in the
ICU, checklists remind busy clinicians of the core
ingredients to medical procedures. Advance Care
Planning is no different.
This short guide will assist busy clinicians in making sure that he or she
provides the essential ingredients for an informed Advance Care Planning
(ACP) discussion. Using the ACP Decisions Video Library along with this
five-point checklist, will make sure that patients are empowered to make
informed decisions consistent with their values and beliefs. The five key
ingredients to an informed discussion include:
#1. Introduce Advance Care Planning
#2. Clarify Values and Beliefs
#3. Use the ACP Decisions Video Library
#4. Document the Conversation
#5. Revisit the Conversation
The below guide will give you an overview of each of these five points,
including actual quotes to make it easier to introduce each key
ingredient.
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#1. Introduce Advance Care Planning
Describe to the patient what Advance Care Planning involves:
“Advance Care Planning is a process that involves your possible
future health care choices and thinking about your choices in light of
what is important to you.”
“Your plans and decisions may change over time as your situation or
wishes change, so this is not simply a one-time discussion but a series
of discussions over time.”

#2. Clarify Values and Beliefs
Some patients have strong opinions about what would be important to
them, while others may have certain things they would rather avoid.
Offer scenarios to patients to clarify their values and beliefs:
“How important is it to you to avoid pain and suffering even if it means
that you may not live as long?”
“How important is it that you are alert even if it means being in pain?”
“How important is it to be around family, friends or religious advisors?”
“How important is it to be at home when you die?”
“How important is it to be kept alive long enough for your family to see
you before you die, even if you are unconscious?”
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#3. Use ACP Decisions Videos
Knowledge is power. Introduce the video
library to patients and their families:
“Let’s review a video that gives an overview
of what advance care planning is and what
the options are for medical treatments.”
“This video will review some of the ideas we
have discussed as well as provide additional
information that will give you the
information you need to make an informed
decision.”

“ Using the
videos helped me better
understand the advance
care planning discussion.
I am a visual learner.
The videos made things
clear and easy to
understand.”
-Henrietta, Boston, MA

#4. Document the Conversation
It’s important to document the conversation in the medical record and to
encourage patients to complete an advance directive or appoint a
healthcare proxy:
“It’s a good idea to discuss your thoughts, concerns and choices with those
close to you, and perhaps choose a trusted family member or close friend
who is willing to speak for you when you cannot speak for yourself.”
“You may want to write down your wishes in an advance directive.”

#5. Revisit the Conversation
Advance Care Planning is not just a
one-time event, but a conversation
over time. Sometimes people’s wishes
and preferences change over time:
“Your plans or wishes may change over
time as your situation or wishes
change, so this is not a one-time
discussion but a series of discussions
over time.”
“You can change your wishes and
preferences at any point. We are
always here to support you.”
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The ACP
CHECKLIST
#1. Introduce ACP

#2. Clarify Values and Beliefs

#3. Use ACP Decisions Videos

#4. Document the Conversation

#5. Revisit the Conversation
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